
ABOUT THE ARTIST

Royden Card was born in Canada and raised in Utah. His main in-
spiration and focus have been the red rock landscape. He captures the
impact of the desert in basic black and white woodcuts and his small
canvasses convey the majesty of the landscape in miniature zen-like
views.

Royden received his BFA and MFA from Brigham Young University.
His works are held in University and private collections nationwide in-
cluding the Smithsonian in Washington DC. From 1989 to 1992 the State
of Utah honored recipients of the "Governor's Award in the Arts" with a
collection of Royden's woodcuts.

Royden has taught part time for the University of Utah and Utah
Valley State College. For sixteen years he was a printmaking instructor
for Brigham Young University. He now devotes his time to painting and
printmaking. Recently his paintings have become larger in scale and
more colorful. He resides in Salt Lake but frequently wanders the red
rock deserts of the southwest. The line drawings and painting repro-
duced here were created during recent travels in Israel and Egypt.

LINE DRAWINGS

Cover: (clockwise starting top left)
"Peaks Near Mt. Sinai"
"From Mount Sinai—Looking North, Dawn"
"Gardener's Hut—Wadi Tellah—Egypt"
"Looking Southwest From Seven Arches Hotel"
"Morning of the First Commandments," painting

Back: (clockwise starting top left)
"Jaffa Gate"
"On Temple Mount—Jerusalem—Pillar Bases, Walls, Doors, and Win-
dows"
"Courtyard, Old Jaffa"
"South East of Katherine, Egypt— Near Mt. Sinai"
"Piece of Western Wall"

Inside:
p. 70: "Street Old Jerusalem"
p. 106: "Wohl Museum—Post Shelf"
p. 132: "Window on South Wall of Temple Mount"

Inside Back Cover:
"The Citadel"
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